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Abstract: MANETS are provide with multiple radios. The basis of future force communication networks envisioned for use in the war 

fighting field network-centric applications. In this paper, the propose system is a new geographical routing protocol for a different 

multi-radio, multi-band in tactical MANET environs. This protocol is designed to use many routing metric with different many radio 

interfaces, each of which runs on different frequency bandwidths. This protocol gives high quality of service comparing to the existing 

GPRS technology. For this protocol we are using JProwler simulator. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

A propose system is a new novel multi-metric geographical routing protocol with multi-radio for next generation TMMR. While 
location-based routing algorithms adopt a single radio, our scheme assumes that each node has multiple interfaces over multiple 
frequencies, resulting in different transmission ranges. In this new protocol, a node is also assumed to share its own location 
information with neighboring nodes by exchanging periodic hello messages without control messages. [1]. Problems arise when these 
existing algorithms are deployed in the multi-interface with different communication range. In this environment, the location routing 
protocols basically does not support multi-radio environment. Tactical Information Communication Network is one of the fundamental 
information communication systems which constitute the information mesh network of NCW [2]. We propose a novel multi-metric 
geographical routing protocol with different multi-radio TMMR. The networking structure in tactican information communication 
network is as shown in the Figure 1. 

From the performance point of view, military networks are characterized by very strong requirements of data packet loss and delay 
compared to commercial networks, because it is more mission critical. Therefore, it is important to provide the appropriate routing path 
in accordance with tactical application requirement for Quality of Service (QoS). Also, since future tactical wireless networks should be 
able to coordinate services in dynamic network environments, how to make a selection of optimal interface depending on the type of 
demanding application is important [3]. 

We propose a novel multi-metric geographical routing protocol with multi-radio for next generation TMMR. While conventional 
location-based routing algorithms adopt a single radio, our scheme assumes that each node has multiple interfaces over multiple 
frequency bands, resulting in different transmission ranges. In our protocol, a node is also assumed to share its own location information 
with neighboring nodes by exchanging periodic hello messages without control messages. The main idea behind the proposed scheme is 
for node to select the most appropriate radio interface and hence routing metric corresponding to its on-demand data types [4]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. TMMR networking structure in tactican information communication network 
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II. SYSTEM DESIGN 

A. Fundamental Design Concepts 

A set of fundamental design concepts has evolved over the past three decades. Although the degree of interest in each concept has 

varied over the years, each has stood the test of time. Each provides the software designer with a foundation from which more 

sophisticated design methods can be applied. The fundamental design concepts provide the necessary framework for getting it right. 

The fundamental design concepts such as abstraction, refinement, modularity, software architecture, control hierarchy, structural 

partitioning, data structure, software procedure and information hiding are applied in this project to getting it right as per the 

specification. 

B. System Architecture 
System architecture is the conceptual design that defines the structure and behavior of a system. An architecture description is a formal 
description of a system, organized in a way that supports reasoning about the structural properties of the system. It defines the system 
components or building blocks and provides a plan from which products can be procured, and systems developed, that will work 
together to implement the overall system. The System architecture is shown in Figure 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. The System Architecture 

 

C. Data flow diagram for the system 

Data-flow diagram (DFD) is a graphical representation of the "flow" of data through an information system. DFDs can also be used for 

the visualization of data processing. On a DFD, data items flow from an external data source or an internal data store to an internal data 

store or an external data sink, via an internal process. 

 

 Level 0 Data flow diagram 

A context-level or level 0 data flow diagram shows the interaction between the system and external agents which act as data sources 

and data sinks. On the context diagram (also known as the Level 0 DFD) the system's interactions with the outside world are modeled 

purely in terms of data flows across the system boundary. The context diagram shows the entire system as a single process, and gives 

no clues as to its internal organization. The Level 0 Data flow diagram is shown in Figure 3. 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Level 0 Data flow diagram. 
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 Level 1 Data flow diagram 

The Level 1 DFD shows how the system is divided into sub-systems, each of which deals with one or more of the data flows to or from 

an external agent, and which together provide all of the functionality of the system as a whole. It also identifies internal data stores that 

must be present in order for the system to do its job, and shows the flow of data between the various parts of the system. The Level 0 

Data flow diagram is shown in Figure 4. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Level 1 Data flow diagram. 

 

 

III. PERFORMANCE 

Quality assurance consists of the auditing and reporting functions of management. The goal of quality assurance is to provide 

management with the data necessary to be informed about product quality, thereby gaining insight and confident that the product 

quality is meeting its goals. This is an umbrella activity that is applied throughout the engineering process.  

 

Software quality assurance encompasses:- 

 Analysis, design, coding and testing methods and tools 

 Formal technical reviews that are applied during each software engineering 

 Mulitiered testing strategy 

 Control of software documentation and the change made to it. 

 A procedure to ensure compliance with software development standards. 

 Measurement and reporting mechanisms. 

 

The software quality assurance is comprised of a variety of tasks associated with seven major activities:- 

 Application of technical methods. 

 Conduct of formal technical reviews 

 Software testing 

 Enforcement of standards 

 Control of change 

 Measurement 

 Record keeping and reporting 

 

IV. EXAMINATION OF OUTCOMES 

Following are the interpretation results getting in the simulation process. 

 

A. End to End Delay: 

It is the delay in transmitting voice traffic packets through wireless links plus the delay in the network interface queues due to network 

congestion. As shown in the figure 5 and figure 6, the End to End delay is less in multi metric while comparing to the GPRS 

technology. Hence the performance of the multi metric technology is very high comparing to the existing GPRS technology. 
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  Figure 5. Output of End to End delay                         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Output - multi metric routing of End to End delay 

 

B. Packet Delivery Ratio: 

It is the ratio of the number of packets received at the destination over the number of packets generated by the sources. As shown in 

the figure 7 and figure 8, the Ratio of the packet delivery is very high in multi metric while comparing to the GPRS technology. 

Hence the performance of this multi metric technology is very high comparing to the existing GPRS technology. 
 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

  Figure 7. Output of Packet Delivery Ratio 
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 Figure 8. Output of multi metric routing of Packet Delivery Ratio 

C. Throughput : 

It is defined as the amount of successful received data measured in Megabyte per second, which reflects network reliability and 

performance for delivering video streaming. As shown in the figure 9 and figure 10, the throughput is very high in multi metric while 

comparing to the GPRS technology. Hence the performance of this multi metric technology is very high comparing to the existing 

GPRS technology. 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9.Output of the Throughput 

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Output of multi metric routing of Throughput 
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V. CONCLUSION 

 
In order to support simple but unique traffic characteristics of tactical operations, we proposed to utilize multiple routing metrics for 
three different types of data, i.e., for voice, video and short message data. After computing metric of interfaces, one of interfaces in the 
set can be chosen. Simulation preliminary results show that the proposed scheme outperforms than simple GPSR scheme in terms of 
end-to-end delay, packet delivery ratio and throughput with low overhead. 

The End to End delay is less in multi metric while comparing to the GPRS technology. The Ratio of the packet delivery and the 
throughput are very high in multi metric while comparing to the GPRS technology. Hence the performance of the multi metric 
technology is very high and useful when comparing to the existing GPRS technology. 

As a future work, we plan to perform extensive simulation to explore the trade-offs made by different metrics in the protocol. Adapting 
the protocol for energy efficiency and mobility prediction are also our future inquiry. 
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